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Example:
Crescent Moon Phase is
when the Moon is 45°- 89°
ahead of the Sun

Ability to demonstrate to others what you
have learned or envisioned, disseminate ideas,
participate in social-religious movements and
to fight for what you see as the right, crusader
and disciple; negatively, lost in social or moral
fights, to develop mental confusion or fanaticism. 
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Future vs. past.
Attempts the new,

hangs on to the old.
Wants to explore but is

still careful. Always asking
'what if' questions. Need to

break with the past. At times
feeling totally overwhelmed by the

old or subject to 'karma'. Once a direc-
tion is chosen native can break free and

move out into the world with self-assertive-
ness and a deep desire to lead and unfold into

something new. Native needs to follow the 
dream and let the

strong inner
urge lead the

way.

The Eight Lunation Cycle Types

Disseminating
Moon

The Eight Lunation Cycle Types

New beginnings. Very subjective and so ready to have
a fresh start that the needs of others are often lost in the
 enthusiasm. Therefore can easily project his ideals and
  visions and also his shadow onto others. The world
   then seems to provide many challenges  but this na-
                    tive meets them head on with a strong
                       urge to survive. There is also a
                          marked optimism and often
                            more is taken on than can
                            be reasonably achieved.
                           They are so forward
                          going that they ap-
                       pear "together" 
                    even when they
                     have no goal
                           in mind.

Crisis and adapta-
tion. Relationship
between the parents is
crucial and often seen as
tensional: crisis between
Yin and Yang. We find here the
overachiever and those ruthless
natives always breaking the rules
for total renewal of all. There is no lack
of sense of self but it is based on struggle
and a defensive, challenging attitude. Crisis
is a word this native is familiar with and this
needs to be balanced with             purpose-
ful goals. Adapting 
to society is ano-
ther lesson indica-
ted, especially be-
cause of the strong
sense of self. 

                                                 Polarity.
                                             Here is the
                                        maximum pull
                                    between Yin and
                                Yang.  The native
                           focuses either on him-
                      self or on the other, often
                  going back and forth under
             great stress.  This is the extremist.
         Frequently, s/he has a short fuse, tending to be
    radical and unreasonable.  Inner tensions run high
all the time.  These tensions can be expressed creative-
ly by making visible a concept or vision hidden pre-
viously, for now that which was kept inside needs to be
born into the world. This native has the opportunity to
harmonize Yin and Yang through integration of polarity.
                   
                                

Spread the word.
This native is
born to teach or
broadcast in some
fashion and has a na-
tural gift of gab. Though there is a tendency
to believe, to always be right and to boast and
exaggerate, the force of the message is easily
accepted by the world even if this native
to some appears to be on a crusade of 
some sort. Sometimes the world 
does not want to hear what this
native has to say and still the
message must be spread.
Sometimes amoral tactics
are applied for the per-
cieved good of the
masses, a highly
subjective
concept. 

                                                   Questioning.
                                               Everything is up
                                                to interpretation
                                                here as even the
                                           most basic assump-
        tions are put to the test. The first quarter
represents a crisis in action whereas here there
    is a crisis in consciousness. A feeling of be-
       ing a pioneer and upholding some truth
             leads to being misunderstood or loath-
                 ed but the native continues with the
                     idealistic notion that eventually
                          history will prove to be on
                              her side. Often she bites off
                                  more than she can handle.
                                       A sense of urgency
                                           as well as a feeling
                                               of being part of
                                                    the future and
                                                        the past.

                       Transitions.
                     This is the pha-
                         se where all is
                           ending and often
                           loss is an important
                            teacher for this native.
                          There is the capacity to be
                         looking clearly into the future
                     with prophetic gifts, feeling also
      led by a higher power and with a mystical con-
    nection to the universe. There is a sense of being a
   vessel of something larger than himself in which some-
thing important is being birthed. This can lead to a cer-
    tain self-importance or ruthlessness due to a sense of
   destiny that can be overwhelming to others particularly
   if they are of different beliefs or have differing views.

Continued growth. This native actively pursues self
understanding and human relationships. A strong in-
tuitive, this gift is used to answer the big questions
of "why" and the answers are applied for the better-
  ment of the world and life itself. Often some impor-
 tant goal is part of this quest though there
      is not a notable drive here and the
           native acts more like a collector
               than a conqueror. There is a
                  strong resilience and inner
                       strength here. A good
                            sense of the future is
                                 indicated and also a
                                     keen sense of what
                                          is needed to get                          
                                              there.
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